


used where electromagnetic fields are not allowed, also it
can be more efficient if the distance from the transmitter
to the receiver is much larger than its the radio of each,
whereas if the distance is smaller, they are less efficient.
For light CETS, one disadvantage is that increasing the
distance of transmission will increase losses because of
diffraction. An advantage is that it can deliver huge
amounts of energy over short distances. For the capaci-
tive CETS, the plates act as an isolating barrier, making
surroundings less of an issue. The constrained electric
field also helps to redue electromagnetic interference.

5 Future use

CETS will imply a huge gain of weight and space in
our vehicles and especially in aircraft. The only physical
transfer systems left will be flow pipes like for example
fuel pipes between the inner, outer and central tank of an
airplane. These deletions may open up new horizons in
design, aerodynamics studies or accommodations in our
vehicles and lead us to a knew era with more efficient
planes and vehicules.

The most concrete example is the Solar Impulse
project launched in 2003, it was intended to create a
plane which would be able to fly only with electrical en-
gines days and nights. By adding photo voltaic cells on
each wings (empennage included) they used a contactless
energy (solar to electric) to supply the engine.

6 Conclusion

CETS are an upcoming technology that will reduce
maintenance costs and increase reliability due to the re-
moval of cables. It will also give more freedom of move-
ment as it will help to reduce weight and space loss. De-
pending on the desired use, it is convenient to check each
of the CETS advantages and disadvantages over the rest,
to be sure that it will perform at its best. For vehi-
cles, like planes, CETS will translate into a reduction
of weight and wings might get a thickness reduction, as
connection equipment will not be required, and also the
drive range can increase thanks to the previously men-
tioned photo voltaic cells.
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